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You know much joy your furry friend adds to your life and in this stunning new collection you'll find

fifty more cats that will steal your heart-one meow at a time. From a wayward Calico that rescues

his family from a deadly snake to a sophisticated Siamese that helps to heal her ailing owner, A Cup

of Comfort for Cat Lovers celebrates the courage, healing, and affection of these mysterious and

loyal companions. So snuggle in with your favorite feline and bask in the love that only a cat can

give. Because a life without cats is no life worth purring about. Colleen Sell has compiled twenty

volumes of the Cup of Comfortbook series. She has authored, ghostwritten, or edited more than one

hundred books and published scores of magazine articles and essays. Colleen has served as

editor-in-chief of two award-winning magazines, associate editor of a national business magazine,

and home and garden columnist of a regional newsmagazine. She lives in Eugene, OR.
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The best book I have ever read about our feline friends.Each author shows its love of cats.I highly

recommen this book to anybody who has or does not have a cat."The Power of the Purr"was one of

the best of the short stories.The compasson showen by both the author and our animal friends

makes you feel good inside. Thanks Gail.

The stories aren't anything much. Some are so scant it makes you wonder why they were included.

Anyone who has a cat already has better stories then these. Not really worth the money (it'd have



been better had I just contributed the cost of this book to my local animal shelter).

Hello,I am Prince Charles the cat. My mom Linda read stories from this book to me.I loved some of

them.Cats,as you know,are opinionated.Since I am a very smart cat,i think the book could have

written in mew or meow language.It was a fun read.

An opportunity to read about the experiences of cat owners and the escapades of their feline

friends. The stories run the gambit from serious to laughable. And as always with cats you never

doubt who is in charge and it's not the owner! I know this clearly as the story of my two cats is the

last one in this book.

This is an excellent book for cat lovers, filled with short stories both happy and sad.

This is a book of stories about cats in peoples lives. It's like getting to know your neighbors and the

cats that live in their homes; how the people view the cat(s), how the cat(s) came to be in the family

and how they appear to feel about their human companion. If you like short loving stories about

animals, you'll love Cup of Comfort for Cat Lovers as I do.

You can't meet the mysterious eyes of a cat and not think about what she's been up to. Now we

know.Cup of Comfort for Cat Lovers is a delightful anthology that includes 50 kitty-inspired tales

guaranteed to charm any feline fan. Whether you're in the mood for a laugh or a tug of the

heartstrings, this satisfying volume delivers.

Wasn't quite as good as the format for the one for Christmas. I was a little disappointed. Didn't get

to finish reading all the stories as it was a gift for someone that loves cats.
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